
IT’S all very well going bush with 
your fully rigged 4WD, big bullbar, 
huge wheels with chunky tyres, 

winch, flag, CB radio and the rest of 
the stuff you reckon you might need to 
deal with WWIII. But have you spared a 
thought for what’s under the vehicle?
Steering, differentials, gearbox, 
propshaft and one or two other bits 
kind of vital to ongoing propulsion of 
said vehicle?
Well, the good news is that’s been taken 
care of by the new range of Armadillo 
Bash Plates from Irvin Bullbars.
Armadillo is not, as many enlightened 
folk think, a town on the outskirts of 
Acapulco, it’s actually a biggish beast 
that lives on the western desert regions 
of South Africa and it has a prehistoric 
look about it with its outer skin of what 
looks like the armour plating of King 
Arthur’s finest knights.
The Armadillo plates are made of 
3mm powdercoated steel and the 
WA-made products are designed to 
discourage rocks and other nasties 
from penetrating the underbelly of  
your vehicle.
The mounting points line up with 
existing holes in the chassis and, unlike 
the creature they’re named after, the 
plates are flat-surfaced.
That way, your 4WD just skids over the 

TECHNOLOGY never stops, 
which is why even the humble 
accelerator has gone through the 

mill in recent years.
Nowadays most vehicle makers 
have ditched the cable in favour of 
electronica, hence the proliferation of 
cars with ‘drive by wire’ – which means 
a sensor tells the engine management 

CATAPHRACTUS ON A PLATE
offending rock without major drama.
They’re laser cut and press-formed, 
easy to fit and they’ll give you peace of 
mind in rough country.
Also, their design allows ventilation 
where necessary, deflects water from 
moving parts, and you still have access 
to the sump plug to change the oil.
Armadillo is actually a good name, 
much better and easier to say than the 
animal’s binomial name:  
Ouroborus cataphractus.
And you can be assured the bash plates 
won’t ever copy its defensive system: 
an alarmed armadillo will take its tail in 
its mouth, and roll into a ball.
Dare you to walk into Irvin Bullbars and 
ask to see an ouroborus cataphractus 
bash plate.

iDrive Quicker
system how much juice to squirt into 
the cylinders.
So if something goes wrong, you can 
no longer pop the bonnet and re-attach 
the cable with a blob of chewing gum 
or a wee piece of a farmer’s fence. 
Fact is the throttle response on this 
‘Drive by Signal’ in many 4WDs leaves 
a lot to be desired and you can solve 

the lacklustre response by fitting a 
state-of-the art iDrive sensor.
Instead of relying on a basic one-brain 
sensor, the iDrive unit is an intelligent 
doofie with several automatic built-in 
settings so you can tailor your car to 
your style or needs.

Confused?  Nah.  The multi-mode unit 
has a digital display that lets you dial 
in various different throttle sensitivity 
settings. So you can use 1 for city traffic 
or if you are towing the horse float or 
QE2, it will go up to 9.  
Likewise if you want to play at being 

Daniel Ricciardo MkII.
There’s an Eco mode for fuel 
preservation, Ultimate mode 
for performance and AC, or 
Automatic Control, where the 
unit automatically selects the 
sensitivity level, based on  
pedal pressure. 
It’s dead easy to plug in and 
off you go, with your car much 
happier with its advanced drive 
by wire control.
It costs $299 and if you aren’t 
over the moon, you can send it 
back and get a full refund.
Check the application list on the 
website at idriveaustralia.com.au 

Good throttle response is essential for 
safe overtaking.
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